Visiting Professor Definition

Visiting Professor can be a professor/senior lecturer (associate professor, assistant professor).

Visiting Professor Requirements

1. Visiting Professor agrees to sign a three-month contract.
2. Visiting Professor teaches courses mentioned in the contract.
3. Visiting Professor gives a writing clinic and consultations to lecturers/postgraduate students whose article is ready to be submitted in a Scopus-indexed journal.
4. Visiting Professor obeys the regulations/laws in the host institution and in Indonesia.

Visiting Professor Obligations

1. Visiting Professor agrees to sign a three-month contract.
2. Visiting Professor teaches courses mentioned in the contract.
3. Visiting Professor gives a writing clinic and consultations to lecturers/postgraduate students whose article is ready to be submitted in a Scopus-indexed journal.
4. Visiting Professor obeys the regulations/laws in the host institution and in Indonesia.

Visiting Professor Facilities

1. ± IDR 100,000,000 for 3 months.
2. The fund covers living allowance, one trip airfare ticket (economy class), accommodation.
Visiting Professor Applications

Academics:
Universities/Institutes from overseas

Open all year round

Enrollment
- CV
- Proposed Dates of VP program
- Proposed Faculties

Facilities
- Faculty/School/Dept., Internal Unit in UNAIR Airlangga Global Engagement
- Director of Academic Affairs

• Faculty will review the application

Adjunct Professor Definition

• Any international academics from a University / Institute of higher education
• International academics who are willing to be hired as an Adjunct Professor for one year in Universitas Airlangga at which they affiliate
• Activities: Teach some credits of particular courses in classes / seminars / trainings, give a writing clinic for postgraduate students/lecturers, publish some articles. The Adjunct Professor does not necessarily stay for 3 months in UNAIR.

Adjunct Professor Requirements

1. Adjunct Professor can be a professor/associate professor, assistant professor
2. Adjunct Professor MUST have H-index min 5;
3. Adjunct Professor must publish article in a reputable journal as many as agreed in the contract depending on the faculty
4. Adjunct Professor is an international academic whose citizenship is NOT Indonesian

Adjunct Professor Facilities

• ± IDR 100,000,000 for 12 months
• The fund is allocated as compensation of the APs for their publication, and teaching hours

Visiting Fellow Applications

Academics: Universities or Institutes from overseas

Enrollment
- January, Even Semester
- July, Odd Semester

Facilities
- Airlangga Global Engagement
- Directorate of Academic Affairs

Visiting Fellow Requirements

1. Visiting Fellow can be a professor/senior lecturer (associate professor, assistant professor) / lecturer.
2. Visiting Fellow may have no H-index
3. Visiting Fellow may stay for at least 5 days to max of 3 months
4. Visiting Fellow may have more activities depending on the agreement between Visiting Fellow and Faculty

Visiting Fellow Definition

• Any academics whose main responsibility is conduct a project/research
• International academics who have already made a contact with academics from UNAIR for doing the research/project in Universitas Airlangga
• Activities: Involve in the teaching-learning process as an assistant lecturer in a degree program that is lower than the AP's degree.
• Assistant Researcher / Post Doctoral Fellowships are willing to sign the contract for a minimum of 3 months to a maximum of 12 months

Visiting Fellow Benefits

• IDR 5,000,000/month (max 3 months)
• The fund is considered as a package for the Visiting Fellow program (the fellow is responsible for his/her accommodation, transportation, and airfare ticket)

Visiting Fellow Applications

Academics: Universities or Institutes from overseas

Open all year round

Enrollment
- CV
- Proposed Dates of VP program
- Proposed Faculties

Visiting Fellow Benefits

• ± IDR 100,000,000 for 12 months
• The fund is allocated as compensation of the APs for their publication, and teaching hours